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Open Source / Data - The foundation for everything

- X86 Hardware (Intel/AMD)
- TV Boxes
- Routers
- Mobiles (Android)
- HiFi Systems
- Network Devices
- Telephony (PBXs)
Open Source…

› ensures better software quality

› drives innovation and collaboration

› creates open standards

› reduces vendor lock-in

› saves costs

› provides investment protection
Open Source Culture

Collaboration

Transparency (both access and the ability to act)

1,000,000+ PROJECTS

Shared problems are solved faster

Infinite amount of projects, with no resource constraints and budgetary discussions

Working together creates standardization
From Communities To Enterprise
Good to know

Under the Berne Convention, which most countries have signed, anything written down is automatically copyrighted.

Your Mother was right
-
It’s better to share :-}